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A Hybrid Battery Model Capable of Capturing
Dynamic Circuit Characteristics and
Nonlinear Capacity Effects
Taesic Kim, Student Member, IEEE, and Wei Qiao, Member, IEEE
Abstract—A high-fidelity battery model capable of accurately
predicting battery performance is required for proper design and
operation of battery-powered systems. However, the existing bat-
tery models have at least one of the following drawbacks: 1) requir-
ing intensive computation due to high complexity; 2) not applicable
for electrical circuit design and simulation; and 3) not capable of
accurately capturing the state of charge (SOC) and predicting run-
time of the battery due to neglecting the nonlinear capacity effects.
This paper proposes a novel hybrid battery model, which takes
the advantages of an electrical circuit battery model to accurately
predicting the dynamic circuit characteristics of the battery and
an analytical battery model to capturing the nonlinear capacity
effects for the accurate SOC tracking and runtime prediction of
the battery. The proposed battery model is validated by the sim-
ulation and experimental studies for the single-cell and multicell
polymer lithium-ion batteries, as well as for a lead-acid battery.
The proposed model is applicable to other types and sizes of elec-
trochemical battery cells. The proposed battery model is computa-
tional effective for simulation, design, and real-time management
of battery-powered systems.
Index Terms—Battery model, electrical circuit characteristics,
nonlinear capacity effects, rate capacity effect, recovery effect, state
of charge (SOC).
I. INTRODUCTION
BATTERIES have been more and more pervasively usedas the energy storage and power source for various elec-
trical systems and devices, such as communication systems,
electronic devices, renewable power systems, electric vehicles,
etc. The proper design and operation of these battery-powered
systems and devices requires an appropriate battery model. For
example, modern battery power management systems rely on a
high-fidelity battery model to track the state of charge (SOC)
and predict runtime of each battery cell and the whole battery
system to optimize its performance. This requires that the bat-
tery model can accurately capture various nonlinear capacity
effects of the battery. Moreover, the proper design of a battery-
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powered electrical system or device requires the battery model
to be capable of accurately capturing the dynamic electrical cir-
cuit characteristics of the battery to facilitate the system-level
circuit design and simulation.
A variety of battery models have been developed to capture
the battery performance for various purposes, such as battery
design, performance estimation/prediction for real-time power
management, and circuit simulation. In general, the existing
battery models can be classified into four categories [1]: elec-
trochemical models, analytical models, stochastic model, and
electrical circuit models. The electrochemical models use com-
plex nonlinear differential equations to exactly describe chem-
ical processes that take place in cells of batteries. For example,
Doyle’s electrochemical model consists of six coupled, nonlin-
ear differential equations [2]. The electrochemical models are
the most accurate models. However, establishing these models
requires detailed knowledge of the battery chemical processes,
which makes them difficult to configure [1]. Moreover, due to
high complexity and intensive computation requirement, it is
difficult to use these models for real-time battery power man-
agement and circuit simulation.
The analytical models are the simplified electrochemical
models that can capture nonlinear capacity effects and predict
runtime of the batteries with reduced order of equations. These
models perform well for the SOC tracking and runtime predic-
tion under specific discharge profiles. The simplest analytical
model is called Peukert’s law [3]. It captures the nonlinear rela-
tionship between the runtime of the battery and the rate of dis-
charge, but the recovery effect is not taken into account. Another
analytical model is the kinetic battery model (KiBaM) proposed
in [4] and [5]. The KiBaM is an intuitive battery model, which
was originally developed to model chemical processes of large
lead-acid batteries by a kinetic process [4]. The third analytical
model is the diffusion model, which was developed to model
lithium-ion batteries based on the diffusion of the ions in the
electrolyte [6]. The model describes the evolution of the con-
centration of the electroactive species in the electrolyte to predict
the battery runtime under a given load profile. The KiBaM and
the diffusion model take into account both the rate capacity
effect and the recovery effect. However, they cannot describe
the current–voltage (I-V) characteristics that are important for
electrical circuit simulation and multicell battery design. The
KiBaM is actually a first-order approximation of the diffusion
model [1].
The stochastic model [7]–[12] focuses on modeling recovery
effect and describes the battery behavior as a Markov process
0885-8969/$26.00 © 2011 IEEE
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with probabilities in terms of parameters that are related to the
physical characteristics of an electrochemical cell. A stochastic
KiBaM was developed to model a nickel–metal hydride (NiMH)
battery [9], where the probability to recover during idle periods
is made dependent on the length of the idle periods because the
runtime of NiMH batteries strongly depends on the frequency
of the load current. The stochastic battery model in [12] gives
a good qualitative description for the behavior of a lithium-ion
battery under pulsed discharge. However, the model does not
handle arbitrary load profiles with varying discharge currents.
The electrical circuit models use equivalent electrical circuits
to capture I-V characteristics of batteries by using the combi-
nation of voltage and current sources, capacitors, and resistors.
Some of these models can also track the SOC and predict the
runtime of the batteries by using sensed currents and/or voltages.
The electrical circuit models are good for codesign and cosim-
ulation with other electrical circuits and systems. However, the
existing electrical circuit models do not integrate battery non-
linear capacity behaviors, leading to an inaccurate prediction of
remaining battery capacity and operating time [13]. The rate ca-
pacity effect is taken into account in the electrical circuit model
of [14] by using a rate factor in the SOC tracking. Recently, an
enhanced circuit-based model was developed [15], [16] by mix-
ing an electrical circuit model [13] with Rakhmatov’s diffusion
analytical model [6] to include the battery recovery effect. How-
ever, due to the high complexity of the diffusion analytical model
that enhanced model is highly complex and, therefore, is not fea-
sible for real-time applications, such as real-time performance
estimation/prediction for power management of batteries.
This paper proposes a novel hybrid battery model based on
an electrical circuit battery model and KiBaM [5]. The KiBaM
is capable of capturing nonlinear capacity effects, such as the
recovery effect and rate capacity effect, for the accurate SOC
tracking and runtime prediction of the battery. Therefore, the
proposed hybrid model can accurately capture dynamic electri-
cal circuit characteristics and nonlinear behaviors of batteries
for any operating conditions. Furthermore, the proposed model
is effective for modeling any electrochemical batteries, such
as the lead-acid, nickel–cadmium (NiCd), NiMH, and lithium-
ion. The proposed hybrid battery model is validated by simula-
tion and experimental studies for the single-cell and multicell
lithium-ion batteries, as well as for a lead-acid battery.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Electrical Circuit Battery Model
Fig. 1 illustrates an electrical circuit model [13] for a sin-
gle battery cell, which consists of two capacitor and resistor
(RC) circuits. The RC circuit on the left is used for SOC track-
ing and runtime prediction for the battery cell, where the self-
discharge resistance Rself−discharge is used to characterize the
self-discharge energy loss of the battery cell; the capacitance
Ccapacity is used to represent the charge stored in the battery
cell; the current source icell represents the charge/discharge cur-
rent of the battery cell; the voltage across the capacitance VSOC
varies in the range of 0 V (i.e., the SOC is 0%) to 1 V (i.e., the
SOC is 100%), representing the SOC of the battery cell quan-
Fig. 1. Electrical circuit battery model.
titatively. The RC circuits on the right simulates the I-V char-
acteristics and transient response of the battery cell, where the
voltage-controlled voltage source Voc(VSOC ) is used to bridge
the SOC (i.e., VSOC ) to the open-circuit voltage Voc of the bat-
tery cell; the series resistance Rseries is used to characterize the
charge/discharge energy losses of the battery cell; other resis-
tances and capacitances are used to characterize the short-term
(transient_S) and long-term (transient_L) transient responses of
the battery cell; and Vcell represents the terminal voltage of the
battery cell.
The terminal voltage Vcell of the cell can be determined as
follows by the open-circuit voltage Voc and voltage drop due to
the internal impedance Zeq and current icell in Fig. 1:
Vcell = VOC − icell · Zeq . (1)
Other than using the left-hand-side RC circuit of Fig. 1, the SOC
can also be calculated as [17]
SOC = SOCinitial −
∫ (
icell
Cusable
)
dt (2)
where SOCinitial is the initial SOC of the cell and Cusable is
the usable capacity of the cell. The open-circuit voltage and RC
parameters of the model depend on the SOC [13].
The electrical circuit model is relatively accurate to capture
the dynamic circuit characteristics of a battery cell, such as the
open-circuit voltage, terminal voltage, transient response, and
self-discharge. However, this model is unable to capture the
nonlinear capacity behaviors, such as the rate capacity effect
and recovery effect, of the battery due to the use of a constant
capacitance Ccapacity to represent the remaining usable capacity
of the battery. This reduces the model accuracy when predicting
the battery performance at various load current conditions.
B. Kinetic Battery Model
The rate capacity effect is that less charge can be drawn from
a battery when the discharge current is increased. However, the
unavailable charge due to a large discharge current still leaves
behind in the battery if the thermal dissipation is assumed to
be zero. The unavailable charge will become available after a
period with no or a low current. This is the recovery effect [9].
One of the models well suited for capturing the nonlinear ca-
pacity behaviors of batteries is the KiBaM, which is an intuitive
and simple analytical model. The KiBaM describes the chemi-
cal processes of a battery by a kinetic process. It assumes that
a battery has two charge wells, where the charge is distributed
with a capacity ratio c (0 < c < 1), as shown in Fig. 2. The
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Fig. 2. Kinetic battery model (KiBaM).
available charge well delivers charge directly to the load, while
the bound charge well supplies charge only to the available
charge well through a valve k. The rate of charge flows from the
bound charge well to the available charge well depends on k and
the difference in heights of the two wells h1 and h2 , where h1
represents the SOC of the battery. The battery is fully discharged
when h1 becomes zero. The change of the charges in the two
wells is expressed as [1]⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
dy1(t)
dt
= −i(t) + k[h2(t)− h1(t)]
dy2(t)
dt
= −k[h2(t)− h1(t)]
(3)
where y1 and y2 are the total charges in the available charge
well and the bound charge well, respectively; h1 = y1 /c; and h2
= y2 /(1−c). When the battery is discharged with a current of
i(t), the available charge reduces faster than the bound charge
and the difference in heights of the two wells grows. When the
current is removed or reduced, the charge flows from the bound
charge well to the available charge well until h1 and h2 are equal.
Therefore, during an idle period or a small-current load, more
charge becomes available effectively in the available charge
well than when a large-current load is applied continuously.
This explains both the recovery effect and rate capacity effect
of the battery. Assume the initial conditions of y1,0 = y1(t0) =
c·C, y2,0 = y2(t0) = (1−c)·C, and y0 = y1,0 + y2,0 , where C is
the total battery capacity, the differential equations (3) can be
solved for a constant discharge current of I for a period of t0 ≤ t
≤ t1 by using the Laplace transform; the solutions are given as⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
y1(t) = y1,0e−k
′(t−t0 ) +
(y0k′c− I)[1− e−k ′(t−t0 ) ]
k′
−Ic[k
′(t− t0)− 1 + e−k ′(t−t0 ) ]
k′
y2(t) = y2,0e−k
′(t−t0 ) + y0(1− c)[1− e−k ′(t−t0 ) ]
−I(1− c)[k
′(t− t0)− 1 + e−k ′(t−t0 ) ]
k′
δ(t) = h2(t)− h1(t) = y2(t)1− c −
y1(t)
c
, t0 ≤ t ≤ t1
(4)
where k’ ( = k/[c(1−c)]) is a constant related to the diffusion rate
and δ is the height difference between the two wells, which plays
an important role in obtaining the nonlinear capacity variation.
If the discharge current changes to a different value, y1 , y2 , and
δ will be calculated by (4) with the new current value and initial
Fig. 3. Proposed hybrid battery model.
conditions of y1,0 and y2,0 , which are the final values of y1 and
y2 , respectively, for the previous discharge current. Therefore,
(4) can be used to determine y1 , y2 , and δ for any continuous
piecewise constant discharge currents. The discharge completes
when y1 becomes zero, indicating a zero SOC. Consequently,
the unavailable charge u(t) of the battery can be expressed as
follows [1]:
u(t) = (1− c)δ(t). (5)
The KiBaM model is capable of capturing capacity variation
of the battery due to the nonlinear capacity effects. However,
it cannot capture the dynamic I-V characteristics of the battery
required for codesign and cosimulation with other electrical
circuits and systems.
III. PROPOSED HYBRID BATTERY MODEL
A. Proposed Hybrid Battery Model
The proposed hybrid model enhances the electrical circuit
model in Fig. 1 by replacing its left-hand-side RC circuit with
a module based on the KiBaM to capture the nonlinear capac-
ity variation of the battery, as shown in Fig. 3. Therefore, the
proposed model is capable of capturing comprehensive battery
performance more accurately than the electrical circuit model
in Fig. 1 by coupling the dynamic electrical circuit characteris-
tics with nonlinear capacity effects of the battery. In addition,
the proposed battery model needs less computational cost than
the enhanced model in [15], thereby is feasible for real-time
applications.
Consider a period of t0 < t < tr in which the battery cell is
first discharged with a constant current (i.e., icell = I > 0) and
then rests (i.e., icell = 0) for the remaining of the period. The
proposed battery model is expressed by the following:
SOC(t) =
Cavailable(t)
Cmax
= SOCinitial − 1
Cmax
[∫
icell(t)dt + Cunavaiable(t)
]
(6)
Voc [SOC(t)] = a0e−a1 SOC(t) + a2 + a3SOC(t)
− a4SOC2(t) + a5SOC3(t) (7)
Vcell(t) = VOC[SOC(t)]− icell(t) ·Rseries − Vtransient(t) (8)
Vtransient(t) = Vtransient S(t) + Vtransient L(t) (9)
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Vtransient S(t)
=
{
Rtransient S · icell(t)[1− e−(t−t0 )/τS ], t0 < t < td
Vtranisent S(td) · e−(t−td )/τS , td < t < tr
(10)
Vtransient L(t)
=
{
Rtransient L · icell(t)[1− e−(t−t0 )/τL ], t0 < t < td
Vtranisent L(td) · e−(t−td )/τL , td < t < tr
(11)
where t0 , td , and tr are the beginning time, discharge end-
ing time, and (rest) ending time of the period, respectively;
Cmax , Cavailable , and Cunavailable are the maximum, avail-
able, and unavailable capacities of the battery, respectively; τS
= Rtransient S ·Ctransient S ; and τL = Rtransient L ·Ctransient L .
The SOC of the battery reduces when it delivers charge to load,
which is expressed by the current integration term in (6). The
unavailable capacity Cunavailable represents the nonlinear SOC
variation due to the nonlinear capacity effects of the battery. The
initial SOC, i.e., SOCinitial , is the estimated SOC at the end of
the last operating period before t0 . Therefore, to implement the
proposed model, only the initial SOC at the beginning of the
battery operation (i.e., t = 0) is needed. In practice, SOCinitial
can be corrected by using (7) with the open-circuit voltage mea-
sured during some resting time intervals of the battery cell to
avoid the accumulation of SOC estimation errors of using (6).
Moreover, if the battery operates in the charge mode, the current
icell becomes negative, leading to the increase of the SOC when
using (6).
As in (8), the terminal voltage Vcell is estimated by Voc , the
voltage across Rseries (i.e., icell·Rseries), and the transient voltage
term Vtransient , which represents the transient response of the
RC network. The RC network parameters are the functions of
the SOC:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Rseries(SOC) = b0e−b1 SOC + b2 + b3SOC
−b4SOC2 + b5SOC3
Rtransient S(SOC) = c0 · e−c1 ·SOC + c2
Ctransient S(SOC) = d0 · e−d1 ·SOC + d2
Rtransient L(SOC) = e0 · e−e1 ·SOC + e2
Ctransient L(SOC) = f0 · e−f1 ·SOC + f2 .
(12)
These parameters are approximately constant when the SOC is
high (e.g., 20–100% [13]) and change exponentially when the
SOC varies below a certain value (e.g., 20–0% [13]) due to the
electrochemical reaction inside the battery. Equations (8)–(11)
provide the time-domain response of the RC circuit in Fig. 3.
B. Nonlinear Capacity Variation
The KiBaM is integrated into the proposed hybrid model to
capture the capacity variation of the battery due to nonlinear
capacity effects, such as the rate capacity effect and recovery
effect. The available capacity Cavailable , which is the remaining
usable capacity in the battery, is determined by
Cavailable(t) = Cinitial − l(t)− Cunavailable(t) (13)
where
l(t) =
∫
icell(t)dt (14)
is the dissipated charge to load at the current of icell during
the discharge period. The term Cunavailable(t) of (13) represents
the unavailable capacity at time t, which causes the available
capacity to be smaller than the ideal value of [Cinitial − l(t)] due
to the rate capacity effect. This effect can be interpreted by the
KiBaM using the available and bound charges.
The unavailable capacity Cunavailable in (13) is determined
by the unavailable charge u(t) obtained from the KiBaM model:
Cunavaiable(t) = u(t). (15)
A simplified expression for the unavailable charge u(t) can be
obtained from (4), given by the following equation:
u(t) ={
(1− c) ·
[
δ(t0)e−k
′ ·(t−t0 ) + Ic · 1−e
−k ′ ·( t−t 0 )
k ′
]
, t0 < t < td
(1− c)δ(td)e−k ′·(t−td ) , td < t < tr .
(16)
During the discharge time interval (t0 < t < td ), u(t) increases,
which represents the rate capacity effect. During the resting time
interval (td < t < tr ), u(t) decreases because the charge flows
from the bound charge well to the available charge well, which
represents the recovery effect.
Based on (15) and (16), the unavailable capacity Cunavailable
can be expressed by (17), shown at the bottom of this page,
where Cunavailable (t0) is zero at t0 = 0. The unavailable capac-
ity determined by (17) enables the proposed model to capture
the rate capacity effect during discharge and the recovery effect
during rest of the battery. In general, if a battery is discharged
with variable and discontinuous currents, then the entire dis-
charge time can be divided into multiple periods, and in each
period, the discharge current is constant or zero. Then, (17)
can be applied to each period to continuously capture the un-
available capacity of the battery. A special case is the discharge
with a continuous constant current or with a constant pulse
current.
Fig. 4 shows the simulated nonlinear capacity variation of a
1-Ah, 3.7-V lithium-ion battery cell when it is discharged with
a current of 3C (i.e., 3 A) for 500 s and then rests for 500 s with
zero discharge current, where k′ = 0.005 and c = 0.3 are used
for the proposed battery model. In Fig. 4, Cunavailable increases
over time during the discharge period and reaches the maximum
value at time td = 500 s. After that, Cunavailable reduces during
the idle time from td = 500 s to tr = 1000 s, indicating that the
unavailable capacity gradually becomes available, i.e., recovery
Cunavailable(t) =
⎧⎨
⎩
Cunavailable(t0)e−k
′·(t−t0 ) + (1− c)I
c
· 1− e
−k ′·(t−t0 )
k′
, t0 < t < td
Cunavailable(td)e−k
′ ·(t−td ) , td < t < tr
(17)
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Fig. 4. Nonlinear capacity variation of a 1-Ah lithium-ion battery cell when
discharging with 3C for 500 s and resting for another 500 s.
Fig. 5. Maximum available capacity of an 860-mAh polymer lithium-ion
battery cell as a function of the discharge current.
of the battery capacity. The battery is fully discharged when
Cavailable becomes zero.
Fig. 5 shows the measured maximum available capacity of
an 860-mAh, 3.7-V polymer lithium-ion battery cell (see the
appendix), which depends on the discharge current. The ex-
trapolating curve in Fig. 5 illustrates the maximum available
capacity under various load conditions. Cunavailable increases
as the discharge current increases, which results in the reduc-
tion of the available capacity. If the battery cell is discharged
to an infinitesimal load, the battery runtime is extremely short.
Therefore, there is no time for the charge to move from the
bound charge well to the available charge well; the maximum
available capacity equals the amount of charge in the available
charge well. On the contrary, if the discharge current is small,
all of the charges in the bound and available charge wells will
become available to be delivered to the load.
C. Model Extraction
All of the electrical circuit parameters of the proposed battery
model can be extracted from least-squares curve fitting of the
Fig. 6. Typical curve of terminal voltage response under pulsed-current dis-
charge for extraction of the electrical circuit parameters of the proposed battery
model.
experiment data obtained at room temperature using pulse dis-
charge currents with an interval of 5% SOC. In this section, the
860-mAh, 3.7-V polymer lithium-ion battery cell will be used
to illustrate how the model is extracted. The experimental pro-
cedure to extract Voc(SOC) and Rseries(SOC) is similar to that
in [13] and [19]. Fig. 6 shows a typical curve of terminal voltage
response used for extraction of the electrical circuit parameters
of the proposed model. The battery cell is discharged with a
current of I = 0.6 C (i.e., 0.516 A) during 0 ≤ t ≤ td and then
rests during td ≤ t ≤ tr with zero discharge current. During the
time 0 ≤ t ≤ td , 5% SOC of the battery cell dissipated. Then,
the battery cell rests for enough time, e.g., 30 min, to allow it to
recover the unavailable capacity. This ensures that the electrical
circuit parameters are independent of the rate capacity effect
because the SOC tracking part of the model has taken into ac-
count that effect. Voc(SOC) in (7) is extracted by estimating the
steady-state open circuit voltage using the exponential curve fit-
ting. Moreover, the instantaneous voltage rising when discharge
finished at td has a relationship with Rseries(SOC) in (8), which
can be calculated by the following equation:
Rseries(SOC) =
V 1− V 0
I
. (18)
Based on (8)–(11), the following equation is obtained to esti-
mate the RC network parameters:
Vcell(t) = a · (1− e−b·t) + c · (1− e−d·t) + e (19)
where e is V1; Vcell = Voc when t →∞. The parameter a, b, c,
and d are determined from the least-squares curve fitting. The
RC network parameters can be then derived from
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
RTransient S =
a
I
CTransient S =
1
RTransient S · b
RTransient L =
c
I
CTransient L =
1
RTransient L · d .
(20)
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TABLE I
BATTERY MODEL PARAMETERS FOR A POLYMER LITHIUM-ION CELL
The parameter c and initial conditions y1,0 and y2,0 , are de-
termined from the maximum available charge (i.e., capacity
Ah·3600 s) under very large and very small current loads [9].
The delivered capacity under a very small current load is the
total initial charge y0 of the two charge wells. The maximum
available capacity under a very large current load (i.e., the in-
finitesimal load) is the initial charge y1,0 of the available charge
well in Fig. 2. Then, the initial charge y2,0 ( = y0 − y1,0) of the
bound charge well and the capacity ratio c ( = y1,0 / y0) can be
determined. As shown in Fig. 5, the maximum available charge
is 3114 ( = 0.865 Ah·3600 s), which is y0 ; y1,0 is 2872.8 ( =
0.798 Ah·3600 s), where 0.798 Ah is the maximum available
charge at the infinitesimal load. Consequently, the value of the
parameter c = 0.9248. The value of k’ is determined in such
a way that the unavailable capacity Cunavailable obtained from
(17) agrees with experimental results by discharging the battery
cell with continuous constant currents from full SOC until the
cutoff voltage is reached. Since Cunavailable(t0) is zero at t0 =
0, td is known, and the value of c has been derived, only k’ is
unknown in (17). Therefore, k’ can be extracted. The parameter
k’ of the polymer lithium-ion battery cells is almost constant for
any continuous current loads.
IV. MODEL VALIDATION
Simulation and experimental studies are carried out to vali-
date the proposed hybrid battery model for a single-cell, as well
as a six-cell, polymer lithium-ion battery for various discharge
current operations. Comparison with the electrical circuit model
in [13] is also provided to show the superiority of the proposed
model.
A. Simulation of the Proposed Battery Model
The proposed hybrid battery model is implemented in MAT-
LAB/Simulink for an 860-mAh, 3.7-V polymer lithium-ion bat-
tery cell (see the appendix). The parameters of the single-cell
model are obtained by using the model extraction method in
Section III-C and are listed in Table I. Based on the single-
cell model, a series-connected, six-cell battery pack is built in
MATLAB/Simulink. A cell switching circuit proposed in [17]
and [18] is employed to control the operation (i.e., charge, dis-
charge, and rest) of each cell independently.
B. Experimental Setup
The six-cell battery pack simulated in MATLAB/Simulink is
constructed in hardware to further validate the proposed model.
Fig. 7. Experimental setup.
Fig. 7 illustrates the experimental setup. The cells are charged
with constant current constant voltage (CCCV) by a dc source
and, then, discharged under various discharge current profiles
through a programmable dc electronic load, which offers con-
stant resistor (C.R.), constant current (C.C.), and pulse cur-
rent (P.C.) modes. High-efficiency power MOSFETs are used
to construct the cell switching circuit on a printed circuit board
(PCB) [17], [18]. The sensing, control, and protection functions
are also implemented on the PCB.
C. Single-Cell Study for a Polymer Lithium-Ion Battery
Fig. 8 compares the terminal voltage responses obtained from
simulations using the electrical circuit model and the proposed
hybrid model with experimental results for a single cell for
two constant-current discharge scenarios, where the discharge
currents are 0.93C (0.8 A) and 1.86C (1.6 A), respectively. The
terminal voltage responses obtained from the proposed model
match the experimental results better than those obtained from
the electrical circuit model, particularly when the battery cell
is close to fully discharged. Therefore, the proposed model can
accurately predict the runtimes of the battery cell under various
discharge current conditions. However, due to neglecting the
rate capacity effect, the runtime prediction errors of the electri-
cal circuit model are obvious and increase significantly as the
discharge current increases.
Fig. 9 compares the terminal voltage responses obtained from
simulations using the electrical circuit model and the proposed
model with experimental results for two pulse-current discharge
scenarios, where each current pulse has 600-s ON time and
600-s OFF time. Again, the proposed model captures the dy-
namic responses and predicts the runtimes of the battery cell
accurately under various pulse-current discharge conditions. On
the other hand, due to neglecting the rate capacity and recovery
effects, the errors of dynamic response tracking and runtime
prediction of the electrical circuit model are larger than the
proposed model and increase at higher discharge currents.
Furthermore, by capturing the variation of the unavailable
capacity due to the recovery effect, the proposed hybrid model
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Fig. 8. Comparison of simulation results of the electrical circuit model and the
proposed hybrid model with experimental results for a single-polymer lithium-
ion cell with constant discharge currents of (a) 0.93 C (0.8 A) and (b) 1.86 C
(1.6 A).
is able to accurately capture the SOC variation of the single cell
under the pulse-current discharge, as shown in Fig. 10.
D. Multicell Study for a Polymer Lithium-Ion Battery
Experiments are performed at different scenarios to compare
with corresponding simulation results to validate the proposed
battery model [18] for the six-cell polymer lithium-ion battery,
where the dynamics of each cell are represented by the proposed
model. For all scenarios, the experimental results agree with the
simulation results obtained from the proposed model, as shown
in Table II. In Scenario 1, the six cells are discharged using the
C.R. mode simultaneously. Since the initial SOCs of the cells
are different, the cells are fully discharged sequentially. Once a
cell is fully discharged, it will be disconnected from the battery
pack by the cell switching circuit but the remaining cells still
supply energy to the load. Fig. 11 compares the terminal voltage
responses of the six-cell battery obtained from the simulation
and experiment for Scenario 1. The results show that not only
the steady state but also the dynamic responses of the battery
obtained from the simulation agree with those obtained from
the experiment.
Fig. 9. Comparison of simulation results of the electrical circuit model and the
proposed hybrid model with experimental results for a single-polymer lithium-
ion cell with pulse discharge currents of (a) 0.93 C (0.8 A) and (b) 1.86 C (1.6 A),
where each pulse has 600-s ON time and 600-s OFF time.
Fig. 10. Nonlinear capacity variation estimated by the proposed model for
a single-polymer lithium-ion cell under a pulse discharge current of 1.86 C
(1.6 A), where each pulse has 600-s ON time and 600-s OFF time: (a) SOC
variation and (b) unavailable capacity.
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR THE SIX-CELL BATTERY
Fig. 11. Comparison of simulation and experimental results in Scenario 1 for
the terminal voltage of the six-cell battery.
In Scenario 2, all of the six cells are discharged simultane-
ously using the C.C. method. In Scenario 3, the six cells are
divided into two groups and each group has three cells. The
two groups of cells are discharged alternatively, i.e., P.C. dis-
charge, with a time interval of 300 s until all of the cells are fully
discharged. As shown in Table II, compared to using the C.C.
discharge (Scenario 2), more energy (300 mWh) is supplied by
the six-cell battery when using the P.C. discharge (Scenario 3).
This P.C. discharge method utilizes the recovery effect to im-
prove the energy-conversion efficiency of the multicell battery.
These results show that proposed model can accurately capture
the nonlinear capacity variation and dynamic electrical circuit
characteristics of each cell as well as the whole battery pack for
various discharge modes.
E. Study for a Lead-Acid Battery
A lead-acid battery was tested to further validate the hybrid
battery model. Table III shows the parameters of the battery
model extracted by the method described in Section III-C. The
capacity ratio c of the lead-acid battery is lower than that of
the polymer lithium-ion cell, while k′ of the lead-acid battery
is higher than that of the lithium-ion cell. These parameters
indicate that the lead-acid battery has higher nonlinear capacity
variations than the lithium-ion battery.
Fig. 12 compares the terminal voltage responses obtained
from simulations using the electrical circuit model and the pro-
posed hybrid model with the experimental result for a pulsed
discharge scenario, where the battery is discharged with a con-
TABLE III
BATTERY MODEL PARAMETERS FOR A LEAD-ACID BATTERY
Fig. 12. Comparison of simulation results of the electrical circuit model and
the proposed hybrid model with experimental results for a lead-acid battery for
a pulsed discharge scenario.
stant current of 0.6 C (0.74 A) for 40 min, rests for 30 min, and,
then, discharged until the cutoff voltage is reached. As shown
in Fig. 12, the terminal voltage response obtained from the pro-
posed model matches the experimental result much better than
that obtained from the electrical circuit model. The errors of
the terminal voltage predicted from the proposed model are less
than 1% with respect to the experimental result. This means that
the proposed model continuously tracks the SOC of the battery
accurately. Consequently, the runtime of the battery predicted
from the proposed model is almost the same as that obtained
from the experiment. On the contrary, the error of the runtime
predicted from the electrical circuit model is significant. There-
fore, the proposed model can accurately capture the dynamic
circuit characteristics and nonlinear capacity effects of lead-
acid batteries as well.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a novel hybrid battery model, which
is capable of capturing dynamic electrical circuit characteristics
and nonlinear capacity variation of battery cells under vari-
ous operating conditions. The proposed battery model has been
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implemented in MATLAB/Simulink for a single-cell battery and
a six-cell battery using 860-mAh, 3.7-V polymer lithium-ion
cells as well as for a 1.2-Ah, 12-V lead-acid battery. Simulation
studies have been performed and compared with experiments to
validate the proposed model. Results have shown that the pro-
posed model is able to capture nonlinear capacity effects and dy-
namic electrical circuit characteristics and predict the runtimes
accurately not only for single cell but also for multicell bat-
teries for various discharge modes and load current conditions.
Compared to the existing electrical circuit battery models, the
proposed hybrid model can offer more accurate SOC tracking
and runtime prediction, thereby more accurate dynamic circuit
characteristics capturing.
The proposed battery model can be applied to any type and
size of electrochemical battery cells, such as lead-acid, NiCd,
NiMH, and lithium-ion cells. It provides an accurate model for
battery and circuit-system designers to study various battery
characteristics and optimally design battery systems for various
applications. Moreover, the proposed battery model is compu-
tational effective and can be used in battery power management
to optimize the energy-conversion efficiency and prolong the
operating time of battery systems in real time.
APPENDIX
The parameters of the polymer lithium-ion battery cells are
listed as follows: cell model: pl-383562 2 C; nominal voltage:
3.7 V; nominal capacity: 860 mAh; discharge cutoff voltage
Vcutoff : 3 V; charge cutoff voltage Vover : 4.2 V; and maximum
discharge current: 2 C (1.72 A).
The parameters of the lead-acid battery are listed as fol-
lows. Battery model: LEOCH LP12-1.2AH; nominal voltage:
12 V; nominal capacity: 1.2 Ah; discharge cutoff voltage Vcutoff :
10.8 V; charge cutoff voltage Vover : 13.5 V; and maximum dis-
charge current: 15 C (18 A).
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